
Kevin “Intake" Manifold,  Crew Chief  
Keyboards/Guitar/Mandolin/Melodica/Harmonica/Percussion/Back-up Vocals. 
Manifold has been driving since the tender age of 4. Due to poor driving, lack of 
mechanical skills, and the price of gas, he became a musician. Requiring the 
ultimate in performance, Kevin currently drives a 1979 Ford Grenada, and can 
whistle in 6 different languages.

Michael “Catalytic” Moore  Utility Man 
Vocals/Guitar/Harmonica/Percussion/Back-up Vocals. 
Catalytic’s mother went into labor while attending the Daytona 500 and gave birth 
to the Pit Crüe vocalist. As a toddler his first words were, “RRrrrrrrrrr.” 
Michael drives a moped and makes authentic Formula 1 vehicle replicas out of 
leftover cheese.

Dash B. Oard  Car Chief 
Drums/Percussion/Back-up Vocals

Dash is perhaps the fastest driver of Pit Crüe, with his current vehicle of choice 
being a Ford Crown Royal police car, usually in the back. An expert drummer and 
driving force of Pit Crüe, Dash has complete independence with all 7 limbs. Dash 
loves Thai food and slow walks on the beach.

Allison “Pitstop” Andretti  Tire Changer 
Vocals/Guitar/Percussion 

A perfect fit for Pit Crüe, Pitstop’s voice can cut through even the loudest HEMI 
motor. Her first live performance was at age 7-in the Saginaw Classic Car Show 
where she sang a duet with a ’69 Mustang. For 2023, Allison can be seen touring 
solo at an O’Reilly Auto ParAuto Parts near you. Allison takes the bus.

Todd “Gas Cap” Granacki Jack Man 
Shred Guitar 
Gas Cap shreds both on and off the race track, preferring to drive through 
exclusive neighborhoods behind the wheel of his custom Zamboni. Originally the 
fashion designer for Gandi, Todd left a life of luxury to pursue his career in 
competitive golf cart racing, holding the golf cart land speed record of .03 mph.  
Todd is so into driving that his toilet has a steering wheel and gas pedal. No one 
really knows what his toilet gas pedal does nor should anyone want to.

Bill “K.A.R.S. Kars for Kids” Kay Gas Man 
Bass and All Things Low 
1-877-Kars for Kids, K.A.R.S. Kars for Kids 
1-877-Kars for Kids,

Do-nate your car today. 
Does anyone actually read this stuff?


